
publfshed a lot of data related to micro- 
variability, 6 ScuN, p Cephel and RR Lyr 
variables. Slmlkr holds true for the 
Lelden group, using the famous Watra- 
ven photometer. Very probably, this list 
of photometric and spectr~cwic pro- 
jects carried out at La Silk 1s hcom- 
plets, but yet suited to illustrate the sig- 
nificance of the excellent ESO site for 
&eroseismology, as well as for the Im- 
p o r t ~ ~  and effectivity of small and 
medium sized telescopes. "Blg Sci- 
ence" not always dmands "Big Tele- 
soopm", 

Flnally, we would like to brlefdy touch 
on our future projects at la Silla wlated 
to asteroseismology, In addition to con- 
tlnulng our survey and participating in 
wotld-wide obsetving campaigns. 

As has been clearly demonstrated by 
a recent ESA Assessment Study for pro- 
ject PRISMA (EM SCI (91) 5, as- 
teroseismology will anter a new em, If 
observattons can be done from space. 

llw elimination of atmospheric nolse 
and the posslbllitles of very long, con- 
tinuous data strings wlth a large duty 
cycb are the main reasons. One such 
asteroseismological space experiment 
is already approved for the Swjet 
MARS-94 probe and has the acronym 
EVRIS. The other space project, more 
versatile, elaborate and powerful, Is 
presently h Phase A study at ESA and Is 
called PRISMA (Probing Rotation and 
Interlor of Stars: Micrcrvarlabillty and Ac- 
tivlty). 

As already shown earlier In this article, 
supplementing ground-based obsem- 
tions are mandatory for a fulI exploita- 
tlon of the scientific potential of as- 
teroseismology. In the case of N I S ,  
bask stelhr data of sufficlent accuracy, 
Ilk8 effective temperature, log g and 
luminosity are missing for many EVRlS 
target stars. Furthermore, a careful in- 
vestlgation of the Immediat8 vicinity of 
the very bright target sstar is necessary 

In order to avoid a poor target choice. 
Photometric problems may arise from 
even very faint background sources 
which dm In and out of h e  photometer 
aperture due to satellite jitter. To our 
surprise, there are presently no data ar- 
chives available which would allow M 
extract the required astromdrlc and 
photometric Information for EVRIS. As a 
consequence, all the candtdate target 
fields have to be carefully observed In 
various colwrs wlth CCD techniques. 

This synergy between space- and 
grotlnd-basd obsewations Is another 
example for the necessity to develop 
both and not to ignore one at the expen- 
ses of the other. 

Words of thanks: Many colleagues, 
ImposJble to llst all here, have contri- 
buted to this article through discus- 
sions, cooperations and contributions. 
WWW is particularly grateful to the 
teams of EVRlS and PRISMA. 

Multi-Wavelength Observations of Infrared-Bright 
Carbon Stars 
M.A. T GROENEWEGEN' and T. DEJONG'~~ 
'Astronomical Institute 'Anton Pannekoek ', Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
%RON, Laboratory for Space Research, Groningen, the Netherlands 

1. Introduction 

The carbon star phase is one of the 
last phases of evolution of Intermediate 
mass stars (1-8 solar masses). Carbon 
stars reside on the Asymptotic Giant 
Branch (AGB) In the Hertzsprung- 
Russell dlagram. The carbon is pro- 
duced in thermal pulses, short periods 
of explosive He-shell burning, and 
transported to the surface by convective 
mixing. Many of the physical processes 
that play a role in the formation and 
evolution of carbon stars are still poorly 
understood, e.g. the production and 
dredge-up of carbon, the origin and 
evolution of the mass loss. Here we 
briefly report on an observational study 
of infrared-bright mrbon stars, 

In a recent paper Groenewegen et al. 
(1991) have studied an infrared-com- 
plete sample of bright carbon st= con- 
taining all 109 carbon stars wlth 
S12>1 00 Jy in the IRAS PSC. This sam- 
ple is more complete than others prevl- 
ously studied in that both optical and 
Infrared carbon stars are included. 

Uslng near-infrared photometry from 
the literature they derived near-infrared 
colour temperatures and from the ener- 

gy distribution they calculated infrared 
bolometric corrections. Distances were 
derived assuming Mbd--4.9, corres- 
ponding to L=7050 to. From available 
CO data mass-loss rates were calcu- 
lated for about 80 stars in their sample. 

The sample was divided into five 
groups depending on their Infrared 
properties, extending the classification 
of carbon stars of Willems and de Jong 
(1988). Group I stars show the silicate 
feature in their LRS spectra, possibly 
because they are very recently formed 
carbon stars. Since none of the known 
Group I stars is bright enough to have 
made it into the sample they will not be 
dicussed further. Group II stars have a 
pronounced 60ym excess, high near- 
infrared temperatures, small bolometric 
correction and low mass-loss rates. 
They probably turned into a carbon star 
quite recently and their excess at 60-prn 
is due to a cool circumstellar shell, prob- 
ably the oxygen-rich remnant of the pre- 
ceding high mass loss phase. From 
group 111 to V the mass-loss rate of car- 
bon stars steadily increases, and as a 
consequence the near-infrared temper- 
atures decrease and the bolometric 
corrections Increase. 

Using average bolometric corrections 
for each group the infrared-complete 
sarnpte was transformed into a volume- 
complete one, The scale height of car- 
bon stars is found to be I90 pc and their 
local space density equals 185 kpC3. 

From the ealcutated space densities 
of carbon stars in each group relative 
timescales are derived. Adopting a 
Ilfetime of 20,000 years for group II stars 
from model calculations, Graenewegen 
et ata find a total lifetlme of the carbon 
star phase of about 26,000 years, un- 
certain to a factor 2. The total mass lost 
during the carbon star phase equals 
about 0.04 h h ~ .  This number is uncer- 
tain to a factor 5, a factor 2 arising from 
the uncertalnty in the llfetime of group II 
stars and a factor 2.5 arising from the 
uncertalnty In the mass-loss rates. For 
an adopted average white dwarf mass 
of 0.65 Mo this imples that most stars 
are already of low mass when they turn 
Into carbon stars, probably around 
0.69@ and certainly less than 0.85 Ma. 

The location of the 109 stars in the 
IRAS colour-colour diagram Is shown In 
Figure 1. The cdours C2, =2.5 Iog(%S/ 
SI2) and C32=2.5 log(S&Szd are indi- 
catecl along the axes. As discussed 
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Figure I : The iocrltlwr of- 70s c&un s m  In the I- c o t w r - c o l o ~ a d i ~ .  In the tPp low 
~ t h e ~ ~ d h n ~ ~ d ~ n t o t h e d ~ n t e ~ u f ~ g ~  ln t h e m - t h e  
tot& srlmpb & plow. 7M &Id Hne Micat& the h t i m  ofthe W a C W  I~I-w. 

above, avaltabb new-infrared (NIR) data 
were used to catculah bdometrlc 
oormt10ns and CO data to calculate 
mass-loss rates. Seamhing In the litera- 
ture we naticd that existing ohrva-  
tlons are biased agafnst inkared carbon 
stars (groups IV and V). For example, 
NIR data existed In the literature for 14 
out of the 15 group II stars, but 10 out of 
48 group IV stars (-20 %) did not have 
NIR photometry. Wewise far the CO 
data. For group 11 stam, 13 out of 16 
have h measured In either CQ(1-O) 
or GO@-I), for group W this Is only 29 
out of 48. With regard to optical pho- 
tom* the artuatlon Is even worse. l3- 
cept for the well-known d o n  stw CW 
tea none of the group IV and V stars 
m s  to have been measured at opt id  
wavehngths. There seems to be a mls- 
conception that l n f ~ ~  -&on stars [or 
In general Infrared AGB stars) hsve no 
Optical counterpart. However, d of 
these 'ohcurad' stars (usually AFGL 
sources) have been idmttfid (e.g. 
Lebofsb and Kieinrnann, 1976, Allen t3t 
d., I G n ,  Cohen and Kuhl, 1977). 

To study the group IV and V stars 
in more Wtl we had swd obsewing 
runs at La SiHa In the beginning of 
1991. Optlcal fd, R, I) photom(etry was 
obtained at the 1.5-m Danish tele- 
m p e ,  MIR photometry at the Im0-nl 
and 2.2-m telescopes and CO data at 
the SEST. 

One of the purposes of tha ob~rving 
nrns was to confirm that same of our 
stars were indged & sfars. Many of 
the inffared e o n  stars dihy the sill- 
con &Me (Siq feature In thelr LRS 
spectra, but some have an almost fe& 
tureks LRS spectra (the g m p  V ob- 
jects) or are misclasstfled Ln the LRS 
atlas. Therefore, we obtained CVF spec- 
tra wound 3 pm for a number of stars at 

the 22-m telescope as well as HCN 
(1 -0) data from the SEST. 

ln section 2 we present the data ob 
t a l d  for three stars in our sampIe for 
w h i i  we obtained N1R photometry and 
CVF spectra as well as CO and HCN 
data. They are 08074-3615 (a group IV 
star), 11 318-7258 (group ill) and 
13477-8532 (group lv. Several ob- 
sewed pwamtw Ilk9 galactic lon- 
gbde and latitude, cotour-corrected 
IRAS fluxes, Gal and CS, LRS classifh- 
tion and VAR index am listed in fable 1. 
In sections 3 and 4 we derive mass-loss 
rates from the 00 line proRIes and fit the 
energy distribution using a radiative 
transfer model. The results are briefly 
dlscussad in section 5. 

z me Data 
Near-infrared photometry was ab- 

tained an February 17-18,1#1 at the 
€SO 1 .Om telescope and on February 
25-28 at the ESOIMPI 22-m telescope. 
We wed the standard INSB photometer 
with apertures of 15" and 8" and a 
throw of 20" and 15" at the 1 .Om and 
2.2-m, respectively. Standard stars 
were observed from ths list af Eouchet 
et al, (1881). The reduction was done at 
La Sllla uslng the reduction programme 
written by P. Bouch&. The results are 
given in Table 2. 

The 3-pm spectra were obtained at 
the 2.2-m telescope with a Circular Varl- 
able F lkr  whd.  A f l a  observing a pro- 
gramme star, a nearby standard star 
was oobserved. We used the standard 
reduction Mnique of dlvidlng the 
source sparurn by the standwd star 
spectrum and then multiply either by the 
assumed blackbody temperature of the 
standard w the known mntlnuum flux In 
case of G-dwatfs (Koomrwef, f 983). Ab- 
solub calibration was achieved by 
adopttng a K magnitude for the stan- 
dard, The standard stars used with their 
adopted magnitudes are listed h 
Table2. The c a l i b W  spectra we 
shown In Ffgure 2. 

All three $tars show the charamstic 
carbon star feature at 3.1 pm attributed 
to photospheric HCN and CeHp (Ridg- 
way at al., 1978). For I 131 8-7253 this IS 
not surprising since R Is a known optical 
carbon star (C3W in Stephenson's 
1989 catalogue of carbon stars) with an 
1W LRS clasmcation of 44. for 
08Q74-3615 and 13477-6532 t k e  ob- 

Table 1 : Qsnsral parameOers 



sewations establish their carbon star 
nature. They have not been c ~ l f i e d  as 
optical carbon stars before. Their LRS 
classifications are 22 and 04, although 
visual lnspectmn of the LRS spectrum 
revealed weak emission around 11 pm. 

The SEST data were taken on March 
24-26, 1991. We d two Schottky 
receivers with the wide-band AOS back- 
end. The main beam efficiencies and 
HPBW (half power ba rn  width) at 
88.8 (HCN(1 -O)), 1 15.3 (CO(1-0)) and 
230,s (CO(2-1)) G k  were 0.76 (58"), 
0.71 (447, 0.50 (23") respmiwly. The 
velocity resolution at 115 GHz wets 
1.81 km/s. The W(2-1) data were 

T&le 2: NIR photmehy and a p e c t ~ t a u n ~  

Name - 
08074-3615 

11318-7256 

13477-6532 

smoothened to give the &me resoiu- 
- J 

tlon. lhe pointing was found to be accu- 10 ..'I.,..I...,I.... 
rate within 10". Calibration was done by ..... 

NokIf twornMeearegfven,Vletoprowdt#t i to~frwnthe2.~-m~andfhebottwnrow btk 1 ~ ~ A w r l p n I n d l c a b e s a n ~ v a k o e .  

J H 

- 
18.7 f 0.7 

5-11 f 0.04 3.12k0.08 
3.00 f 042 
10.3Bf 0.07 

a standard chopping whwl technique, 
switching between the sky and an am- @ 
blent load. Unear hel ines were sub- 
tracted. The spectra were obtained us- 
ing dual beam switch mode with a throw 
of 11 -5'. The s-ra are displayed In 

8 

Flgure3. The derived parametem are 
given in Tabb 3 where we list the rrns 
noise temperature, the velocity with re- 7 
spect to the local standard of rest, the 
expansion velocity as measured as hatf 
the full wldth at zero intensity, the peak 
temperature and the inte- Intensity 

8 

under the line. The velocities are in km/s 
and the temperatures are In K ex- 
pressed as main barn temperatures. 

IRAS 08074-3615 was detected af 
COII-0) by Zuckerman and Dyck 8 
(1 gag), Their peak temperature of 0.20 K 
oompaws well to our value. They quote 
an expansion vdodty of 17.3 km/s 
whlch is smaller than ours. They did not 
publish the spectrum so we cannot 0 
comment on the dlfbrencs. The HCN 3 
(1-0) transition was detected by Lucas > 

Et 

- 11310-7258 - 

- - 

- - 

- - 
• 

5 - : : : 1 : : : : 1 : : : : ; t : : :  . 
- - 

13477-6538 
. . 

e m . .  

- - 
I 

m .  

K 

9.m 10.02 
9.78 f 0.05 
1.52SO.08 
1.4B f 0.01 
7.28 k 0.08 

et al. (1988) with an intensity of 9.2 K L 
# kmrs. Agaln, no spectrum was pub- 

* 
* *  

lished. IRAS 11 318-7256 was Endepsn- 0 ";!- 
dently detected recently by Myman et al. 2 . 
(1991) In CO(1-0) with a peak tempera- u 

ture (0,17 K) and intensity If K kds) 
which are very similar to our values. 
Our measurema of CO(2-1) and 

" i 2 
HCN(1-0) In 11318-7258 and C0(1-0), 3 3.2 3.4 
W(2-1) and HCN(1-0) In 13477-6532 WAVEMdTH (Cc) 
are ell new detections. Flgure 2: ??18 3vun CVF spectm of the #me sfam dIseuSSBd hem, 

L ----- 
4-51 f 0.04 
4.57 lt 0.02 

-0.47k0.05 
-0.47 f 0.02 

2.91 k0.03 

M 

2,78 k 0,05 
2.92 f 0.04 

-0,73*0.05 - 0.89 f 0.03 
4 .W f 0.03 

Standard* 

HR 3842 

HR 4523 

HR SW 

K-nIag. 

3.39 

3.32 

-1.51 



3. The Analysis 

The NIR and CO data am used to 
determine bolometric corrections and 
mass-loss rates In a way Identical to 
Groenewegen et al. (1991) to which we 
refer for detalls. 

Distances were determined from 
the obsglved bolometric flux using 
MbDI=4.9 &=7050 LO), the mean value 
observed for carbon stars in the LMC 
(Frogel et al., 1980). 

Near-Infrared coIour temperatures 
were derived by flttlng a blackbody to 
the J, H, K, L, M magnitudes. Mass-loss 
rates were determined from the CO line 
profiles as discussed by Groenewegen 
et al. The results are displayed In 
Table 4 where we Ilst near-infrared cot- 
our temperature, total observed flux at 
earth, bolometric comtions with re- 
spmt to the colour-corrected IRAS 12 
km magnitude (BCrp), the distance in 
kpc and the mass-loss rate. These val- 
ues supercede the data listed for these 
stars in Tables 2 and 5 of Groenewegen 
et al. Note however that due to the 
radiative transfer rnodelllng discussed 
below and the numerical uncertainty in 
calculathg the observed Rux at earth, 
the flnal values for these quantities are 
dierant. 

4. A Radiathre Transfer Model 
Combining the NIR data with the IRAS 

data, we have observations of the most 
important part of the spectral energy 
dlstdbutlon (SED). Since these stars are 
fairly red, their energy output In the optl- 
cal is instgnficant. In this section we 
present the results of radiative transfer 
calculations attempted to fit the ab- 
sewed SED as well as the LRS spec- 
trum. 

We used the model of Grosnewegen 
and de Jong (1992). ThIs model allows 
for timadependent mass-loss rates and 
radius-dependent velocity laws, In the 
catculations presented below we restrict 

oursdves to simple rZ density laws un- 
less otherwise mentioned, The pro- 
gramme simultaneously solves the 
radiative transfer equation and the ther- 
mal balance equation for the dust. me 
inner radlus is determined by the model 
to equal the adopted dust temperature 
at the Inner radlus, whlch is an input 
parameter. The outer radlus Is deter- 
mined from the condition that the dust 
temperature at the outer radius is 20 K. 
Other input parametem are the expan- 
sion velocity of the clrcumstellar shell 
and the mass-loss rate, both assumed 
for the moment to be constant, the ab- 
sarptlon coefficient Q which Is assumed 
to be a mix of AC amorphow carbon 

Table 3: CO and HCN data 

Name 

08074-3615 

11318-7256 

13477-6532 

Note. h ived froan V, Tm 

T,, 

0.042 
0.11 
0.01 2 
0.028 
0.082 
0.025 
0.042 
0.14 
0.012 

Transltim 

CO(l-0) 
COP-1) 

HCN (1 -0) 
CO(1-0) 
CO(2-1) 
HCN (1 4) 
CO (1 -0) 
CO(2-I) 
HCN(1-0) 

VMR 

10 
- 
14 - 8 
2 
5 

-43 
-44 

--40 

Vmp 

21 

-18 
32 
28 
28 
19 
15 - 

T m  (w 
0.24 - 
0,080 
0,18 
0.52 
0.22 
0.36 
0.70 
0.048 

1 (K k d S l  

5.6 i0.2 
< 4.aa 

1.20f 0.03 
7.2 k0.7 

21 f 1.0 
8.9 f 0.8 
9.9 f 0.3 
14.6f1.0 
0.9 f 0.1 
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(Bussoletti et at., 1987') and Sic 
(Pegourte 1988) and the dust-to-gas 
ratla yl which will be the main Indepen- 
dent variable. Mlnor Input parameters 
are tha grain size a, assumed to be 
0.03 p and the rain denalty Q, assumed B to be 3.3 glcm . The shape of the spee- 
trum, for a flxed temperature at the inner 
radius, Is solely determined by the 
optical depth at some reference 
wavelength. 

The temperature of the central star 
was assumed to be 2500 K. Thls choice 
Is not critical as long as most of the 
radiation is reemitted in the infrared. The 
stellar radius was fixed at 447 RQ. 

Because the lRAS souroes are vari- 
able with unknown periods, the NIR and 
lRAS data cannot be expected to have 
been taken at the same phase. There- 
fore we pmeeded In the foUawing way. 
The optical depth r was chang6d In 
such a way as to flt the NIR data. Then 
the 25-pm flux was scald to fit the 

' w l y  we rnultlpnd the C-uduw of msdettl d 
al. by a factor of 5 to let thelr rewb agm with 
t h m  of Kolke st sl. 1#0. 

model prediction. The same scale factor 
was applied to the other lRAS fluxes. 
This is jwtifted because the predicted 
Car C32 and C43 colours hardly depend 
on the optical depth and Wir variation 
is much less than the error in the ob- 
sewed mlours due to the uncertainty in 
the IRAS fluxes. The LRS s w u m  was 
scaled in such a way that the long 
wavdengtfr part fir1 8 lr) fitted the 
model. It proved necessary to comct 
the observed 1RAS fluxes of 
08074-361 5, I 131 8-7256,13477-6532 
by -55 %, +13 % and -17 48, respec- 
tively. The largest m e d o n  Is 
mxssary for the IRAS s o w  with the 
highest variability flag. Because a 
change in the IRAS fluxes changes the 
integrated flux at earth and therefore the 
distance (for a flxed luminosltyj and 
mass-loss rate we recalculated both 
quantities, The final values are d-3.04 
kpc, = 5.6 10" Mdyr (08074-361 5); 

d = 0.70, 6l - 4.90 10" (1 131 8-7256) 
and d = 2.07, = 3.3 104 
(1 3477-6532). 

The results of some radlatlve ealcula- 
tlons are gathered in Figure 4 where in 
the left panel the observed NlR mag- 
nltudes, ths 3 pm spectrum, the IRAS 
data and the tRS spectnlm is plotted 
together with the model fits and In the 
right panel the obse~ed LRS spectrum 
and the fits (the full Ilnes). It should be 
noted that we did not attempt to fH the 
3-pm s w m .  

The parameters of the mdds am col- 
lected in Tables, whew the assumed 
mass percentage of SIC and the 
assumed temperature at the Inner 
radius am listed. Derived parameters 
are the inner and wter radius Qn stellar 
radli), the optical depth at 0.5 pm and 
the dust-to-gas ratio. 

In the case of 11318-7256 we also 
calculated models with lower values of 

fable 4: Some &Wed parameters 

D (kpc) 

2.0 
0.63 
185  

Name 

08074 -361 5 
13318-7256 
13477 - 6532 

h (fd~/@@ 

2.5 (-5) 
3.9 (-6) 
1.6 (-5) 

F ( 1 ~ "  W/m2) ------ 
0.54 
5.m 
0.66 

T* (K) 

490 
1294 
588 

3CI2 

8.53 
6.54 
8.14 



Rgure 5: The l o n g - ~ ~ h  pmt of the specbvm of 11318-7256 for the standard 
(WM Ihe) and for mad& with r e d m  absorpfiv/ty (dash& line), w d a h  ~ R S S  loss (dotted 
/lm) and smllw outer radlus (dot-dashed line). 

TI,,. Only values >I300 K give good 
fits. A mixture of 40 % Sic and 60 % 
amorphous cahon can explaln the fea- 
ture at 11.3 pm fairly wdl. 

For 08074-361 5 and 1 3477-8532 
only pure amorphous carbon models 
are shown because we could not get a 
satisfactory flt of the broad feature be- 
tween 10 and 123 pm wlth the SIC of 
Pegourie. Furthermore, there is evi- 
dence In both stars for emission be- 
tween 7.5 and 10 w. 

5. Discussion 
We presented NlR photometry, spec- 

trophotometty and W C N  data for 
three carbon stars from the infrared- 
complete carbon star sample of 
Grmwegen et a]. (1991). Assuming a 
mean luminosity of 7055 0 we derive 
distances and mass-loss rates. Using a 
radiative tmnsfer model we derive dust- 
to-gas ratios of Y==0.0007 (==1/1600). 
The main uncertainty In this value is tha 
absolute value of the absorptivity. When 
the mass-toss rates are cdculated from 
CO data (1.e. -Da) and for fixed dm- 
tive temperatures, Y scales with -- D'] 
or - LO", so the assumed luminosity is 
not a major source of uncertajnty. The 
dust-to-gas ratio we derive C a factor of 
2 lower than usually quoted (0.0013 for 
our value of n(60 Ir) = 520 cm2 g-' , Jura 
1986) but recently Sahai (1 9W, using a 
self-consisterrt CO modd for U Cam 
finds V c 0.00015. Analysis af other 

seem to be two broad features: one 
between 7.5 and 10 prr~ and the other 
between 10 and 12.5 pm. The latter 
feature seems to be too bmad to be 
explaind in terms of Sic. 

The feature between 7.5 and 10 w, 
peaking at 8.6 pm Is most purzling. 
Wlllems (1988) discovered an uniden- 
trfied feature at 8.6 prn in the spectra of 
group II stars. He did not flnd it in group 
111 stars (asistent with 11318-72561, 
which haw thicker circumstallar shdls. 
Now we find a feature at 8 6  pm In group 
IV stars. with even thicker shells. Is this 
feature (see also Baron et al.. 1987) re- 
lated to me feature in group I1 stars? 

In all three cases our model predicts 
tw much Rux at 60 and 100 pm. We 
consider fwr posslbllities: (1) the en- 
v e l w  is resolved by the IRAS beam, E2) 
the outer radlus is smaller, (3) a stgepsr 
emissivtty law and (4) a lowm madoss  
rate in the past. 
The 100-prn emission comes mainly 

from the region with dust temperatures 
-30 K whlch is at about 21,000 stellar 
radii oorrespondlng to W dlameter at a 
distance of 0.7 kpc. The IRAS beam et 
I00 pm was roughly 100" so tfw shell is 
probably not resolved. 

To investigate the other possibilities 
we calculated three additional models 
for 11318-7256 with (a) a smaller outer 
radlus (rod, - 500Q R*; the dot-dashed 
Hne in Fig. 51, (b) an emissivity law Qb - 

for h >40 ym (dashed line) and (c) a 
mass-loss rate which increased by 

a factor 2 over the past 3300 years 
(dotted line). One cannot disthguish be- 
tween these three possibjlltles on the 
basis of the fits in F~ure 5. R has been 
advocated that the detection of HCN 
emission is a sufficient criterlum to idw- 
tlfy optically invisible carbon stars. How- 
ever, oxygen-rich stars have also been 
detected in HCN. From Undqvkt et al. 
(1888) we derive that the mean of #e 
d o  I(HCN)/I(CqI 4)) In their 1 0 oxy- 
gen-rich stam wlth detected HCN Is 
0.12 and the maximum value *wed 
is 0.26. The same ratio In our stars is 
0.23, 1.24 arld 0.09 respecdvely. This 
means that solely on the basis of HCN 
emission, in 2 out of 3 cases the eonfir- 
mation as carbon stars could not have 
been made. We suggest that the pres- 
ence of the 3.3 prn fature Is a more 
suitable artan star identiffcation mark 
than the HCN/CO ratio. 
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Open House at ESO 

Astronomy from Large Databases II 
Strasbourg Observatory- 14- I 6  September 1992 

A follow-up went to the 1887 conference m "Aebonrrmy from Large Da- 
(Ws. F. M u m  and A. Hsu;k, ES0 Conf. and WmWhop P m .  24  is timely. The area 
has wen much progms.  my trrrm lerge Datah#s II* wll allow mhlval 
msmrch resub fmm var3ws Mperimnts ta be reviewed. 

Much has happened In the area of mtmornical datahes In redent years* HST is In 
full operatian: m e  such as D ( W T  have stopped growing and now W I o n  for 
retrleva! purpow-8 only; NED has c m e  Into belng; etc, Hundreds, or wen thousands, of 
papers h v e  based on data r#eved from ~~. Archived material from 
vadous Is Jnweaalngly combined wlth data obtalned through ]OM o b a -  
t r o d  m p d g n s  InvdvIng grand-based and apace-borne wwfments worklng in 
different wavelmgth ranges. 

TechnIeally datab~es have evolved. SlMBAD 9.0 is fully opemttanal. User inteifaces 
nwv Indude whdonra and polnt4-cllek aoeess mechanlm, hyped& and hyper- 
media. Commercial produrn have m l d e r a b l y  Improved, MMbuted daCehases arit 
now highly relevant, pdntlng to the Imp-t role ol n e t w k .  CD-ROMs and other 
starage medh are mr#e and more Wely  used. The I987 canbrence predates the 
births of ESIS and ADS, among many other developments. 

&lentific OrganUng Commmee: 
M. F. A " H m  (Unlveraity of Mayland, Caw Park): P, Benvenuti (ST-Em, Gmhlng); 
R. Bonnet (ESA, Paris); M. C- F u r g  Observatory) (Chdmm); A. Qlaoconl 
(STSel, Wtimoae): B. Hawk (Instltut d'Astmmle, kusanrse) A. Heck (Strasbwrg 
O ~ a t o a y )  ( P W I n g s  Edbr); Q HJou (IPAC. Pasadena); F, Murtagh (W-WF, 
Gmhing) tPme&lngs Edltorl: S. Nhhimura (NACM. Tokyo): Qi. Riwler (NAGA, 
Washington); P. Glommi @BRIM, Frascatl); M. Strlckrnm WL, Washington); P.A. 
V d e n  60ut (NRAO, Charlottesvllle]: H. van der Laan (ESO, Gmhlrya); and HrU, 
Zimmemrarm (MPE, ~ h ~ ~ ,  

The P W i n g s  w l  be publlshed by the Europman SouVlem Obwwabw. 

Comtact ad- 
And& He&, Obwmtolra ~ n o r n f q w .  11 Rue de I'UnhersW, F470M1 Stmbourg, 
France. Tet.: + 33 88358222; Fax: + 33882501 60; E-.-mall: heck @fmWl .bent 
heck@ ~ v s . u ~ . f r ,  or 
Flonn M-h, Spam TeCescPpe - European CoorrirWng FUllty, Eumpwn Southem 
Obewatwy. Tel,: + 498332Uil6298; % + 48932 006440: E-mak frnurtaghQew, 
org, murtagh @ a o i ~ s t s c l .  edu. 

On Saturday, October 12,1991, ESO 
Headquartem in Garching agaln opened 
its doors to the public. More than 2000 
persons took the opportunity to Vidt the 
organhation and learn about science 
and technology at our organization; this 
c o m p o ~  to I person every I 0 set- 

onds. Thew W&B a lot of interest and 
curlosky, especially about the VLT and 
tha HuMle Space Telescope, the tatter 
M n g  p w  by the EWES0 Space 
Telescope Ewofwan Coordinating Fa- lighted Milky Way panorama and finally and were present durlng s e w  hectic 
cllity, krstaltad at ESO HQ. Wsitm of all filled out the "Star-Qulzn to participate in houn to guide #re many visttm. There 
q m  could chmw among various at- the lottery wlth ESO books and p e e r s  was a continuous, very lively interaction 
tractions; they saw some of the €SO as main p b  and by the end of this long day, the 
video films, were introduced to the vir- About 20 ESO staff members to& good result IR quite a few smiles on 
kees of large CCDs, admired the w- part In the pepamions for this went otherwise worn-out 


